ABSTRACT

Background: baby is an individual which weak and needs adaptation process. Baby or children under one years old has specific rights to get healthy services, one of these is immunization, it is one of the program with deliberate included weak antigen in order to stimulate antibody come out so the body can resistance toward particular disease. Immunizations generally caused acute that can be reduce with non-pharmacological action, one of them by warm compress therapy. The warm compress be trusted in simply way can reduce acute feeling towards someone who have renal colic and some acute disease. The warm compress is compresses that give warm feeling towards patient to reduce the acute with use liquid with the function of it is to widen of blood vessel and increasing local bloodstream with aim to give comfortable to the patient. The Purpose: to describe the implementation of warm compress at injection spot toward pain response at the baby during immunization. Method: this research use case study with descriptive research design. Result: this research has show if both respondent have change in pain response when immunization. Conclusion: the implementation of warm compress has been proven can give change the baby’s response when doing immunization and can be conducted as non-pharmacological therapy.
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